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A FASHION REVOLUTION L.A.

Runway of Dreams 2022 Fashion Revolution lit up Los Angeles! 

It was an unparalleled evening with inspiring guests,

SIX MAJOR BRANDS sharing the runway and for the first time ever,
THREE adaptive small business brands!

The event featured over 70 MODELS of differing ages, ethnicities and 
disabilities showcasing adaptive apparel and footwear at the Majestic 

Downtown. 

View the magic here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NaGM399hwjA


HOST JAMIE CHUNG

Jamie Chung was last seen in HBO's acclaimed and 
award-winning show LOVECRAFT COUNTRY, as well as 
Showtime's hit revival show DEXTER: NEW BLOOD, and will next 
be seen in feature REUNION with Billy Magnussen, Jillian Bell, and 
Lil' Rel Howery. 



SOCIAL STATS



SOCIAL MEDIA GROWTH

INSTAGRAM

+85.9% Content Interactions (9.7K)

+257% Profile Visits (15,636)

+499% Accounts Reached (84K))

+216% Impressions (328K) 

+727% New Followers (2,121))

+92.3% Engagements (3.3k)

FACEBOOK

+380% Total Page Reach (78,686)

Engagements (5,833)

 +305.5% New Page Likes (385)

+558% Page Follows (395)

+238% Page Views (2,373))

TWITTER

+377.4% Profile Visits (4,731)

+84.6% New Followers (65)

+49.5% Impressions (986)

 Engagement Rate (1.6%)

+86.2% Mentions (218)

LINKEDIN

Page Views (389)

+45.5% New Followers (220)

+42.1% Unique Visitors (477)



SOCIAL INSIGHTS



I want to thank all the volunteers who kindly gave their time, generosity 
of heart and talent to the event. So much love! And that’s what the world 
needs right now.  Thank you for such a life changing experience. 
Representation means for everyone!

Thank you 
Catherine and Reuben 

A HUGE thank you to Debbie, Elisa, Mindy, the whole Runway of 
Dreams team and all the amazing volunteers who made this magical 
event happen! They put together a world-class event! It was an 
experience we will never forget.  We met so many wonderful, kind, fun 
and helpful people. Thank you from the bottom of my heart for 
including Grace! We hope to see you all again! ❤

Tammy & Grace Gerenser

When we walked into the Loewe's hotel on Monday, we were scared and nervous. It has been 
an isolating journey for the past 4 years and we were just so nervous!
And when we left on Tuesday, we were ecstatic and giddy with joy! The energy and the 
excitement of the entire show was infectious and we are still basking in the joy! Thank you 
Mindy, Elizebeth, Debbie, Molly and the entire team at ROD and Gamut to enable us to 
experience such a magic! Would have never imagined:)
It was so so so wonderful to meet everyone and get to know some of you on a more personal 
level. Avyan has had anxiety for the past couple years and seeing him open up to people and 
making friends was such a happy feeling. 
We are so honoured and touched to have met all of you and got this wonderful opportunity to 
be a part of such a magical night and an event like this! whoaaaaa! Cant wait to see you all 
again soon!

Love and big hugs
Avyan, Vinay and Richa:)

MODEL THANK YOU’S

We were so overwhelmed by the whole experience, a first for our five 
year old twins.  Everyone was so accommodating, including all the 
wonderful volunteers, that it made the day very special.  Thank you for 
including William and Britte in the show.  We cannot wait to see the 
video and share it with our friends.  Also, love and kudos to all the 
participants who amazed us with their bravery, resiliance and courage.  
It was a day and night to remember.

Valerie,  Vanessa, Will and Britte Fee



GLOBAL PREMIERE
VIRTUAL SHOW



Aggregated 
demographic data is 
based on a number of 
factors, such as age 
and gender as 
provided by the user.

TOP LOCATIONS:
● California 
● New Jersey
● New York
● Texas
● Ohio
● Pennsylvania
● Florida

YOUTUBE DEMOGRAPHICS
45.8%

of audience
is between
ages 35-54



YOUTUBE INSIGHTS

COMBINED VIEWS

5.1K

COMBINED IMPRESSIONS

11.8K

COMBINED UNIQUE VISITORS

3.7K

COMBINED WATCH TIME

618.8 Hours



PR SECTION



RED CARPET



RED CARPET

Jamie Chung, Actor and Host Mollee Gray, Influencer and TikTok Star Kelsi Davies, Influencer Gloria Garayua, Actress



Erika De La Cruz, Writer, Influencer Alina Morse, Entrepeneur Abimbola Fernandez, Heiress, Singer

RED CARPET



Kent Boyd, Influencer Charlie Rocket & Friends, Influencer

RED CARPET



2.3B MEDIA
IMPRESSIONS



TOTAL UVM

2.3B
Top 60 tracked 

articles

3.87B
To date In 2022

Pick ups from local channels and outlets helped push the nationwide reach.

1.09B
For Sept 2021

1.34B
For Miami

4B
for 2022









RUNWAY BRAND PARTNERS



PRESENTING SPONSOR



RUNWAY SPONSOR



RUNWAY SPONSOR



RUNWAY SPONSOR



RUNWAY SPONSOR



RUNWAY SPONSOR



RUNWAY SPONSOR



RUNWAY SPONSOR



SMALL BUSINESS  SPONSOR



THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS



PRESENTING SPONSOR

PLATiNUM SPONSORS



MISSION SPONSOR

VISIONARY SPONSORS



INNOVATOR SPONSORS

PIONEER SPONSORS



SMALL BUSINESS ADAPTIVE SPONSORS

CONTRIBUTOR SPONSORS



DREAMER SPONSORS

IN KIND SPONSORS

SUSAN
MENKOWITZ



THANK YOU


